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We report the disentanglement of bulk and interfacial contributions to the thermally excited magnon spin current in

the spin Seebeck effect under static heating. For this purpose, we have studied the dependence of the inverse Spin

Hall voltage and the thermal conductivity on the magnetic layer thickness. Knowledge of these quantities allows us

to take into account the influence of both sources of thermal spin current in the analysis of the voltage dependence.

The magnetic layer thickness modulates the relative magnitude of the involved thermal drops for a fixed total thermal

difference throughout the sample. In the end, we attain the separate contributions of both sources of thermal spin current

—bulk and interfacial— and obtain the value of the thermal magnon accumulation length scale in maghemite, which

we find to be 29(1) nm. According to our results, bulk magnon accumulation dominates the spin Seebeck effect in our

studied range of thicknesses, but the interfacial component is by no means negligible.

PACS numbers: 72.15.Jf, 72.25.b, 81.15.-z

The spin Seebeck effect (SSE) is a complex phenomenon

that lies at the intersection between several spintronics sub-

fields. It is defined as the generation of a spin current in

a magnetic material (FM) subjected to a thermal gradient,

standing as one of the major spin-caloritronics topics1. How-

ever, the detection of the SSE makes use of tools from spin-

orbitronics, since it is commonly achieved by spin current to

charge current conversion by means of the inverse spin Hall

effect (ISHE) observed in a nonmagnetic heavy metal (NM)

adjacent to the magnetic material (FM)2. Furthermore, these

thermal spin currents have been proved to be of magnonic ori-

gin, which means that magnonics are also involved in SSE3,4.

This complexity affects both theoretical and experimental as-

pects and is evidenced, e.g., by the difficulties found in the

definition of a standard SSE coefficient5,6.

Part of this intricacy comes from the fact that there are dif-

ferent physical mechanisms contributing to the SSE7. Two

main theories have been developed so far which describe two

different sources for a magnon spin current in a FM/NM sys-

tem subjected to a thermal gradient. The first one points to the

temperature difference between the metal electrons and the

magnetic magnons at the interface, such that the excited spin

current is given by4,8:

Ji
s ∝ ∆T NM/FM

i , (1)

where ∆T NM/FM
i denotes the interfacial thermal drop.

The second origin of the thermal spin current lies on the

thermal gradient present in the bulk of the FM layer itself,

a)ilucas@unizar.es

rather than the temperature difference at the interface9–12.

This gradient creates a magnon accumulation which acts as

a spin potential for the spin current. In this case, the spin cur-

rent is determined by a finite magnon propagation length scale

(Λm) and follows the expression10,12:

Jb
s ∝

cosh(tFM/Λm)−1

sinh(tFM/Λm)
∇TFM, (2)

where ∇TFM is the temperature gradient across the FM layer

and tFM denotes its thickness.

We empashize that both mechanisms arise in the presence

of a thermal gradient and thus meet the definition of the SSE,

but they actually represent different physical sources for ther-

mally excited magnon spin currents.

Nowadays the logitudinal spin Seebeck effect (LSSE) is

widely used because of experimental simplicity, and most the-

oretical efforts have focused on it13. In the LSSE an out-of-

plane thermal gradient is applied perpendicularly to a mag-

netic field. The excited spin current is parallel to the ther-

mal gradient and according to the ISHE phenomenology, the

generated voltage can be measured in the transverse direction

(perpendicular to both thermal gradient and magnetic field).

Whilst time-resolved optical approaches of SSE measure-

ments have been able to selectively excite only interfacial

LSSE (iLSSE)14,15 and the bLSSE has been unambiguously

detected using a magnon-valve structure16, the relative con-

tributions in a standard DC measurement in which the whole

sample is subjected to a thermal gradient have not been ad-

dressed. In these conditions, both thermal spin current sources

coexist and contribute to the signal. Notwithstanding, in most

of previous works one of the existing models is chosen, as-
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suming that only one of the mechanisms is present or rele-

vant. Therefore, a relative quantification of both contributions

is still lacking. This is however an important issue, required

for a deeper understanding of the LSSE. In addition, it is also

desirable from a practical point of view as it will give hints

concerning the design of materials and devices to be used in

potential applications.

In this work, we disentangle the contributions of iLSSE and

bLSSE (bulk LSSE) within a static SSE experiment. We make

use of following definitions for the corresponding coefficients

(Si and Sb):

Si =
∆V i

ISHE

dy∆T NM/FM
and Sb =

∆V b
ISHE

dy∆TFM
, (3)

where dy is the distance between the transverse contacts to

measure the transverse ISHE voltage (∆VISHE). These def-

initions make use of the actual temperature difference driv-

ing each effect, rather than the overall temperature differ-

ence. This normalization is favored by the SSE measurement

method known as heat flux method6,17,18, which measures the

heat current flowing through the sample instead of the to-

tal temperature difference (used in the temperature difference

method).

Our approach to the quantification of iLSSE and bLSSE

contributions is based on the study of the LSSE as a function

of tFM. Under a fixed total thermal difference across the whole

sample ∆T (typical experimental condition in LSSE static ex-

periments), the thermal drops across the FM layer thickness

and at the NM/FM interface change upon changing tFM. Con-

sequently, Jb
s and Ji

s change accordingly, since they are driven

by those thermal differences (recall Eqs. 1 and 2). However,

this issue has been omitted in previous studies on the tFM de-

pendence of LSSE employing the temperature difference ap-

proach, although it represents a source of modulation of the

contribution of both LSSE mechanisms. Typically, only the

dependence related to the Λm (prefactor in equation 2) is ad-

dressed, whereas the influence of tFM in the temperature drop

in FM, ∆TFM, has not been considered so far. To evaluate

this, knowledge on the cross-plane thermal conductivities is

needed to quantify the gradients. Therefore, a key point in

our work is the assessment of the thermal conductivities for

thin films of different thicknesses. An alternative to circum-

vent the thickness variation of ∆TFM is offered by the heat

flux method19. However, to separate the contributions to the

LSSE, knowledge of the thermal conductivities is necessary.

In sum, in a typical experiment of LSSE as a function of

tFM in which ∆T is fixed to the same value for all tFM, we

consider the modulation of the thermally excited spin current

Js by three different means: (1) the existence of a magnon

propagation length scale Λm comparable to the dimensions of

our samples, (2) the change of the involved thermal drops due

to the variation of the FM layer thickness in relation to the rest

of the stacked layers, and (3) the dependence of the thermal

conductivity of the FM layer on its thickness.

The studied samples consisted of epitaxial thin films of

insulating ferrimagnetic γ−Fe2O3 (maghemite) deposited on

(001) oriented MgO substrates of 0.5 mm of thickness, and an

additional layer of Pt on top of maghemite for spin-to-charge

FIG. 1. Depiction of the thermal differences established in the LSSE

experiment through the studied sample, as expressed in Eq. 4. The

graded arrow shows the direction of the thermal gradient.

current conversion. The thickness of the Pt layer is held at 6

nm through all studied samples. Maghemite is an ideal ma-

terial to study LSSE because of its insulating behavior rul-

ing Anomalous Nernst Effect contribution to the voltage20–22.

However, proximity magnetism induced in the Pt layer by in-

terdiffusion of Fe may originate an ANE contribution. To

avoid this effect, Pt was deposited at room temperature23,24.

Details about the fabrication of the samples can be found else-

where, along with the description of the experimental setup

for the LSSE measurements25. Moreover, the quality of in-

terfaces affects the magnitude of the LSSE26; therefore, we

assessed the interfacial roughness by X-ray reflectivity, find-

ing comparable values < 1 nm for every tFM (supplementary

material).

In our setup the temperature difference between the hot and

cold baths (i.e. the temperature drop ∆T across the whole

sample including MgO substrate) is controlled and measured.

The temperature profile will show two main features: (1) a

change in its slope from layer to layer because of the differ-

ent thermal conductivities and (2) a discontinuity at the inter-

faces due to the interfacial thermal resistance, also known as

Kapitza resistance. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we can

split the total temperature difference into thermal drops along

the sample:

∆T = ∆TPt +∆T Pt/FM
i +∆TFM +∆T FM/S

i +∆TS (4)

which accounts for the temperature drop in the Pt layer, at

the Pt/FM interface, in the FM layer, at the FM/substrate in-

terface, and across the substrate. In this equation, the ther-

mal drops originated by the thermal contacts of the sample

with the baths27 are disregarded, thus the values obtained in

the determination of Si and Sb are underestimated. How-

ever, the quantification of the relative contributions to ∆VISHE

should be unaffected by this systematic error. The heat flux
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FIG. 2. Effective thermal conductivity of maghemite epitaxial thin

films as a function of the thickness. Solid line represents an experi-

mental fit to a sigmoid function used for interpolation of κ ′

FM at the

desired tFM.

method6,17,18 offers another possibility to circumvent this er-

ror.

According to a simple thermal model the heat flux is con-

stant through the whole sample:

JQ =

(

tPt

κPt
+

tFM

κFM
+

tS

κS

+RPt/FM
i +RFM/S

i

)

−1

∆T =

=
1

RT
∆T =

κFM

tFM
∆TFM =

1

RPt/FM
i

∆T Pt/FM
i

(5)

t’s denote thicknesses and κ’s denote thermal conductivi-

ties; RPt/FM
i (RFM/S

i ) is the thermal resistance coming from the

Pt/FM (FM/substrate) interface; and RT represents the ther-

mal resistance of the system as a whole, i.e., the composition

of the thermal resistances of each layer and interface.

As pointed above, the first step is establishing the actual

thermal drop across the magnetic layer as well as through

the FM/Pt interface. This is especially troublesome when

dealing with thin films in which thermal transport properties

differ from those of the bulk materials and are not handily

characterizable28. However, the knowledge of these quanti-

ties is paramount for the quantitative analysis of the LSSE.

This means that measurement of the thermal conductivity of

the thin film is mandatory, since its value must be included

into even the simplest thermal model along with that of the

substrate.

In this work, the cross-plane thermal conductivity of

maghemite thin films as well as MgO substrate were deter-

mined by the 3ω method29 (supplementary material). It is

important to note that the determined thin film conductivity is

not the intrinsic κFM but an effective κ ′

FM which also accounts

for the thermal loss at the γ−Fe2O3/MgO interface RFM/S
i

30.

κ ′

FM =
κFM

1+RFM/S
i κFM/tFM

(6)

We will use this effective κ ′

FM to calculate ∆TFM. This means

that hereafter, ∆T FM/S
i will be contained in ∆TFM.

We measure κ ′

FM at T = 300 K for different tFM up to the

thickness range of the samples we studied in the LSSE exper-

iments. The thereby obtained values of the thermal conduc-

tivities at 300 K are depicted in Fig. 2. They follow a rather

complex dependence, which may be attributed to the presence

of defects rapidly changing with the film thickness; a pos-

sible candidate are the antiphase boundaries (APBs) which

are usually shown by spinel structures (such as maghemite)

and whose density decrease on increasing thickness31. A

detailed analysis of this dependence is however beyond the

scope of this work. From this experimental curve, we inter-

polate the values of κ ′

FM at the tFM of the samples studied in

the LSSE experiments. Concerning MgO substrate, we mea-

sured κS = 44.2(5) Wm−1K−1 at T = 300 K, in agreement

with reported values for MgO single crystals32,33.

The thermal resistance of the Pt layer is lower than the rest

of the terms by two orders of magnitude, due to its small

thickness tPt = 6 nm and large thermal conductivity κPt = 64

Wm−1K−134. The thermal resistances of the stacked layers

are RMgO ∼ 10−5 W−1m2K, RFM ranges from ∼ 10−9 to 10−8

W−1m2K, and from literature Ri ∼ 10−9 W−1m2K34,35; all of

them exceed RPt ∼ 10−11 W−1m2K by at least two orders of

magnitude. This means that we can hence neglect the temper-

ature drop in the Pt layer in Eq. 4 and its resistance contribu-

tion to Eq. 5.

Eq. 5 allows us to write every temperature drop in terms of

the known ∆T :

∆TFM ≈
κStFM

κStFM +κ ′

FMtS
∆T

∆T Pt/FM
i ≈

κSκ ′

FMRPt/FM
i

κStFM +κ ′

FMtS
∆T

(7)

where we have taken a second approximation:

κSκFMRPt/FM
i ≪ κFMtS, which is reasonable, given the

substrate thickness as well as the typical values of Ri.

Once the thermal conductivities κ ′

FM and κS have been es-

timated in this way, we proceed to the LSSE experiments for

different tFM. It has been shown that variations in the ther-

mal contacts between the sample and the baths are source of

error17,27; care was taken to minimize these errors by ensuring

that the same heat power sustained a similar ∆T for all sam-

ples. Alternatively, other approaches measure the heat flux

instead6,17,36.

In Fig. 3 the measured dependence of transverse voltage

∆VISHE on tFM is shown. Following a widespread practice,

these quantities have been normalized by the total thermal dif-

ference ∆T 13,37, using the slopes of the linear fits of ∆VISHE as

a function of different ∆T (see the inset of Fig. 3).

However, this means that, according to Eq. 7, ∆TFM and

∆Ti depend on tFM in Fig. 3. Hence, the observed behavior

comprises not only the effect of Λm (as assumed by previous

works) but also the variation of the thermal differences driv-

ing the LSSE (bulk and interfacial). To rigorously take into

account both effects, the scaling with the corresponding ther-

mal drops should be used instead17,18, as proposed in Eq. 3.

For this, we rewrite the spin Seebeck coefficients as a function
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of the measured total ∆T , using Eq. 7:

∆V i
ISHE ≈ Si

·dy ·
κSκ ′

FMRPt/FM
i

κStFM +κ ′

FMtS
∆T

∆V b
ISHE ≈ Sb

·dy

κStFM

κStFM +κ ′

FMtS
∆T

(8)

According to ISHE phenomenology, ISHE transverse volt-

age ∆VISHE and the exciting spin current density Js are related

by ∆VISHE ∝ θSHρcJs
38, where θSH is the so-called spin Hall

angle accounting for the efficiency of the spin-to-charge con-

version, and ρc is the longitudinal electrical resistivity of the

NM ISHE medium (here, Pt). Depending on the mechanism

governing ISHE, θSH may depend on ρc
39–41. However, in this

experiment, Pt layer thickness is the same for all samples, re-

sulting in constant ρc. Therefore, ∆VISHE ∝ Js. In sight of this

fact and Eqs. 1, 2 and 8, we note that, unlike Si, Sb depends

on tFM and can be expressed as:

Sb = A ·
1

tFM

cosh(tFM/Λm)−1

sinh(tFM/Λm)
(9)

where the coefficient A describes the thickness-independent

term.

Altogether, the measured transverse voltage ∆VISHE will be

∆VISHE = ∆V i
ISHE +∆V b

ISHE = Si
·dy ·∆T Pt/FM

i +Sb
·dy ·∆TFM ≈

≈

(

Si
·dy ·

κSκ ′

FMRPt/FM
i

κStFM +κ ′

FMtS
+A ·dy ·

cosh(tFM/Λm)−1

sinh(tFM/Λm)

κS

κStFM +κ ′

FMtS

)

∆T (10)

A fit of this expression to the experimental data, shown

in Fig. 3, provides (supplementary material) Λm = 29(1)
nm, SiRPt/FM

i = 1.83(6)× 10−9 (Vm−1K−1)·(W−1m2K) and

A = 40.8(9)× 10−9 V ·K−1. Given the reported order of

magnitude of interfacial thermal resistances Ri ∼ 10−9
−10−8

W−1m2K, we can also establish that Si order of magnitude

must lie between 0.1 and 1 Vm−1K−1, in agreement with

previous estimations in other systems7,15,26. Concerning Sb,

the value of A provides from Sb = 0.65(6) Vm−1K−1 for the

thinnest sample down to Sb = 0.46(4) Vm−1K−1 for the thick-

est one.

We can now compute the relative contribution of each

source —bLSSE and iLSSE— to the total ∆VISHE output in

our tFM range for an experiment in which a total ∆T is estab-
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FIG. 3. Transverse voltage ∆VISHE/∆T measured for every different

tFM and fit of Eq. 10 to the experimental data. Inset: linear fits of

∆VISHE as a function of ∆T .

lished. For this, we calculate ∆V i
ISHE and ∆V b

ISHE generated

per Kelvin of total thermal drop ∆T from Eqs. 3 and 7 (i.e.,

the two addends between brackets in Eq. 10). The result is

shown in Fig. 4.As one could expect, the influence of RPt/FM
i

is greater for thinner samples and consequently iLSSE contri-

bution to the overall signal reduces as tFM is increased, and

reversely for bLSSE.

In summary, we have experimentally separated the bulk

magnon accumulation and purely interfacial contributions to

the LSSE in static heating conditions. We have done so by

studying the LSSE as a function of the FM layer thickness

in γ−Fe2O3/Pt bilayers, and taking into account the relative

change of the present thermal drops along the sample on vary-
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FIG. 4. Relative contribution ∆V i
ISHE and ∆V b

ISHE to the total ∆VISHE.

Note that these percentages cannot be directly extended to Si and Sb,

given that they do not share the voltage dependences on tFM (see Eq.

8).
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ing the FM thickness. To that end, we have also measured the

thickness dependence of the thermal conductivity of γ−Fe2O3

thin films by means of the 3ω method. With this, we man-

aged to fit the addition of theoretical models for both sources

to our experimental data. This allowed us to in the end com-

pute the separate contribution of each source of thermal spin

current. We found that although bulk component dominates in

the range of thickness of our samples, the interfacial contribu-

tion is not negligible against it, as it represents from ≈ 33% to

≈ 12% of the total voltage. Besides, bLSSE coefficient values

were determined: it varies between Sb = 0.68(6) Vm−1K−1

for the thinnest sample (tFM = 14.5 nm) and Sb = 0.46(4)
Vm−1K−1 for the thickest one (tFM = 77 nm). iLSSE coeffi-

cient order of magnitude was estimated to lie between Si
∼ 0.1

and 1 Vm−1K−1, in agreement with the values reported in lit-

erature for other systems7,15,26. The fit also provided a ther-

mal magnon accumulation length in γ−Fe2O3 of Λm = 29(1)
nm. In literature, Λm at room temperature corresponding to

other ferrimganetic oxides can be found: Λm = 17 nm for half-

metal Fe3O4
42 or Λm ∼ 100 nm for insulating YIG26 were

reported using the temperature difference method. However,

one must be cautious before comparing our result, because

those works only considered the influence of the thermally ex-

cited magnon propagation length on the thickness dependence

of LSSE. More recent works using different approaches to in-

vestigate this dependence circumvent the change of ∆TFM. For

example, Noack et al. studied the LSSE time evolution in YIG

thin films heating with microwave pulses, finding Λm ∼ 425

nm43; and Venkat et al., using the heat flux method, reported

Λm = 19(2) nm for Fe3O4 thin films19. Still, only the bulk

effect is considered to explain the results.

These results reassure maghemite’s potential in spin-

caloritronic devices and bring insight into the global picture of

the LSSE. In particular, the relative quantification of bulk and

interfacial contributions improves the precision of its descrip-

tion, therefore assisting a deeper understanding of the effect.

❙❯PP▲❊▼❊◆❚❆❘❨ ▼❆❚❊❘■❆▲

See supplementary material for details of the 3ω method,

the structural characterization of samples, and the fit parame-

ters initialization.
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I. The 3 method 

The cross-plane thermal conductivity of the samples were measured by the 3ω method.1,2  In this 

method a thin metal resistor serves as a heater and a thermometer simultaneously. By applying 

an AC current at frequency ω and amplitude I0 through the resistor, a temperature oscillation at 

2ω (ΔT2ω) is produced due to conventional Joule heating. The amplitude of this oscillation is 

indirectly measured through the third harmonic voltage, V3ω, from the formula given below (a 

detailed description can be found on Ref. 3,4):  

𝑉3𝜔 = 𝐼02  (𝑑𝑅𝑑𝑇) Δ𝑇2𝜔. 

The heating produced at frequency 2ω, which depends on the frequency, ω, of the applied ac 
current, is related to the thermal properties of the medium underneath the resistor. Specifically, 

by solving the one-dimensional heat equation, the following expression is obtained:5 

Δ𝑇2𝜔 = 𝐼02𝑅𝜋𝑙𝜅 [12 ln ( 𝐷(𝑤2 )2) − 12 ln(2𝜔) + 𝜂 − 𝑖𝜋4 ], 
where 𝐼02𝑅 is the power dissipated through the resistor (R is the electrical resistance of the metal 

line), l is its length, κ and D are, respectively, the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of 

the material on top of which the resistance is placed, w is the width of the resistor, and η is a 

parameter that depends on the material used,2,3,6,7 Note that in order to consider the heat flow as 

being one-dimensional, the width of the resistor, w, should be much smaller than the penetration 

length of the thermal wave.5 

When the sample underneath the resistor consists of a thin film and a substrate, the solution of 

the heat equation is slightly different. As long as the thickness of the film is much smaller than 

the width of the resistor (t ≪ w), which is our case, the transmission of heat through the film can 

be considered one-dimensional. In this scenario, the following expression is deduced (Ref. 2): 

Δ𝑇2𝜔 = 𝑃𝜋𝑙𝜅 [12 ln ( 𝐷(𝑤2 )2) − 12 ln(2𝜔) + 𝜂 − 𝑖𝜋4 ] + 𝑃𝜅𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑡𝑤𝑙 = Δ𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + Δ𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚, 

where the second term in the equation is the temperature increase produced by the film. At each 

frequency, this contribution of the film appears as an offset in comparison with the heating 

produced when just the substrate is present (Fig. S1) Then by subtraction of the heating produced 



in the substrate (ΔTsubstrate) to that obtained when measuring the film + substrate 

(ΔTfilm+substrate) the thermal conductivity of the thin film can be obtained from:  𝜅𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 = 𝑃Δ𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝑡𝑤𝑙 . 
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Fig S1. Temperature rise on a sample 50 nm thick and the MgO substrate. 

The resistors used were made of Au or Pt (100 nm thick, 10 μm width, 1 mm length with 10 nm 
of Cr for adhesion), by evaporation and optical lithography. The measurements were performed 

by applying current with a Keithley 6221 AC source at frequencies from 56 to 2120 Hz to produce 

a heat dissipation of 30 mW for all samples. This samples were grown on half the substrate, 

leaving space on the other half to have a reference resistor on the bare substrate. The voltage 

drop at 3ω was measured with a Stanford Research Systems SR830 lock-in amplifier. As the ratio 

V1ω/V3ω is around 103, a circuit was used to cancel out the voltage at 1ω, which is described in 

Ref. 3. 

 

II. Structural characterization 

X-ray characterization was performed Bruker D8 Advance high-resolution diffractometer using Cu 

K-1 radiation. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements were performed to assess the thicknesses 

and interfaces quality, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded to ascertain the crystal 

quality of maghemite films.  

 

Fig S2. XRD spectra of the MgO//-Fe2O3/Pt samples for different -Fe2O3 thickness measured 

around the (002) MgO substrate Bragg peak. 



XRD patterns around the (002) MgO substrate Bragg peak are shown in Fig. S2. We observe the 

narrowing of the (004) maghemite peak as thickness increased, as expected from the Scherrer’s 
formula8. Additionally, Laue oscillations are visible for all samples, indicating the existence of 

crystal coherence along the whole thickness of the sample. 

The XRR measurements performed for every sample are shown in Fig. S3(a). The raw data are 

analyzed using the software Leptos from Bruker, by means of which the sample structure is 

simulated and fitted to the data using a simulated annealing algorithm which uses thicknesses and 

roughnesses as fitting parameters. 

 

Fig S3. XRR spectra of the MgO//-Fe2O3/Pt samples for different -Fe2O3 thickness: data and 

fit to a simulated sample using the Leptos software. 

The long-period Kiessig fringes correspond to the Pt layer and allow the extraction of its thickness, 

while the short-period fringes (highlighted in Fig. S3 for one of the samples) correspond to the  

-Fe2O3 layer. The obtained interface and surface roughness remains <1 nm for all samples, 

ensuring the quality of interfaces. This was expected given that both layers (-Fe2O3 and Pt) were 

deposited in situ. As it influences the efficiency in the spin transmission across the -Fe2O3/Pt 

interface9, interfaces with similar quality are required to enable the reliable comparison between 

the results obtained for all samples. 

 

III. Initial value of the parameters in the fit of V ISHE/T 

The fit of Eq. 10 of the main text to the data plotted in Fig. 3 was performed using as fitting 

parameters m, A, and the product SiRi. The respective expected order of magnitude was assigned 

as initial value of each parameter, as indicated in Table S1.  

No lower or upper bounds to these parameters were set. 



Parameter Initial value 

m 10 × 10-9 m 

A 1 × 10-9 V K-1 

SiRi 1 × 10-9 (Vm-1K-1)(m2KW-1) 

Table S1. Values employed for the initialization of the parameters in the fit of Eq. 10 of the 

main text to VISHE/T data. 

 

The contact distance to measure VISHE is dy = 6.5 mm. The electrical connections were made 

using 0.025 mm Al wire bonded with silver paste at the sample edges. It was shown in Ref.10 that 

the uncontrolled size of these connections was source of experimental error responsible for data 

dispersion. Consequently, an error of ±0.5 mm (half the resolution of a ruler) has been assigned 

to dy and propagated to VISHE in order to address this uncertainty.  
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